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ON THE HIGHER WHITEHEAD GROUPS
OF A BIEBERBACH GROUP

BY

ANDREW J. NICAS1

ABSTRACT. Let T be a Bieberbach group, i.e. the fundamental group of a

compact flat Riemannian manifold. In this paper we show that if p > 2 is a

prime, then the p-torsion subgroup of Wh¿(r) vanishes for 0 < i < 2p - 2,

where Wh¿(r) is the ¿th higher Whitehead group of T. The proof involves

Farrell and Hsiang's structure theorem for Bieberbach groups, parametrized

surgery, pseudoisotopy, and Waldhausen's algebraic if-theory of spaces.

0. Introduction. A closed aspherical manifold is a closed manifold whose

universal covering space is contractible. There is the following conjecture concerning

the algebraic if-theory of such manifolds.

Conjecture. Let T be the fundamental group of a closed aspherical manifold.

Then Wh¿(r) = 0 for i > 0, where Wh¿ is the ¿th higher Whitehead group of T.

In particular, if T is a Bieberbach group, i.e. the fundamental group of a compact

flat Riemannian manifold, Farrell and Hsiang have shown Wh¿(r) = 0, i = 0, 1 [5],

and Wh¿(r)®Q = 0 for i > 0 [6]. In [12 and 13] it was shown that Wh¿(r)(g>Z[^] =

0, ¿ = 2,3.
In this paper the techniques of [5, 12, 13] and Waldhausen's algebraic if-theory

of topological spaces [14] are used to prove

MAIN THEOREM.   Let T be a Bieberbach group and p > 2 a prime. Then

Wh,(r)(p)=0    for0<j<2p-2.

The notation A(pj is used here to denote the p-torsion subgroup of the abelian

group A. The main technical ingredient is Proposition 1.5 which asserts a certain

vanishing property for the transfer map of 7Tj(Wh (M)) for compact flat Rie-

mannian M. Using a different approach, Frank Quinn has announced that he has

developed new techniques which will prove Wh¿(r) = 0, i > 0, for a Bieberbach

group T.

1. A vanishing lemma for the transfer. Recall from [12 and 13] the fol-

lowing

DEFINITION 1.1. Let COV be the category whose objects are closed manifolds

and whose morphisms M —> M are covering projections. Suppose F: COV —> Ab

is a contravariant functor where Ab is the category of abelian groups. F is said to

satisfy the vanishing condition for flat manifolds if for each compact flat Riemannian

manifold M and b G F(M) there is a positive integer JV(, (depending on b) such
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that if </>:  M —> M is s-expansive (see [5] for the definition) and s > N0, then

F(4>)(b) = 0.
Let M be a smooth manifold with (a possibly empty) boundary dM. Let P(M, d)

be the simplicial group of topological pseudoisotopies of M relative to dM and

Pdiff(M,ô) be the simplicial group of smooth pseudoisotopies of M relative to

dM. P(M,d) and Poiff(M, d) have natural involutions; furthermore, there are

"suspension" maps

E: P(M, d) -> P(M x I, d)    and    S: PDIFF (M, d) -> PDiFF (M x /, d)

(see [7]). K. Igusa has proved the stability theorem for smooth pseudoisotopy

[8]. This result states that there is a function qb\: Z+ —> Z+ (Z+ is the set

of nonnegative integers) satisfying the inequality 4>i(m) > (m — 10)/7 such that,

for any smooth manifold Mn with n > 6, £: Pdiff(M, d) —> Pdiff(M x J,d)

is fc-connected for fc < 0i(n). It follows from the results of [2] that there is a

function (f>2: Z+ —> Z+ with the property <j>2(m) —> oo as m —> oo such that

for any smoothable topological manifold M" with n > 6 the map S: P(M,d) —>

P(M x /, d) is fc-connected for fc < (j>2(n).

If A^ is a manifold and p: N —> TV a covering projection, then there is a transfer

map tr(p): P(N,d) —* P(N,p~1(dN)) defined using the homotopy lifting property

(see [12]); furthermore, tr(p) commutes (up to homotopy) with the involution.

The notation n^ (P(N, d)) and 7r¿J (P(N, d)) will be used to denote respectively the

positive and negative eigenspaces of the involution on 7rk(P(N,d)). The following

theorem was proved in [13].

PROPOSITION 1.2. M —► ^(P(M)) <g> Z[\] satisfies the vanishing condition

for flat manifolds provided dim(M) > 6 and k < cj>2(dim(M)).

There is an inclusion map i: M —► M x S1, i(m) = (m,l), where S1 is the

unit circle inside the complex numbers. Recall from [7] that i induces a map

i'„: P(M) —> P(M x S1) defined as follows: Let J C S1 be a closed arc with

1 G interior( J). Then i» is obtained from the composite

P(M)^P(M x J)^P(M x S1),

where h is defined by extension. By [3, Chapter 6, Theorem 2], h induces a split

injection in homotopy. Hence if k < (f>2(dim(M)), the map i*: nk(P(M)) —>

ivk(P(MxS1)) is a split injection; furthermore, i* anticommutes with the involution

since E does [7, Appendix I]. In particular, i* induces an injection i*: -k~£(P(M)) —>

^(P(MxS1)).
Now suppose Mn is a compact flat Riemannian manifold with n > 6 and suppose

k < (¡)2(n). Let b G n£(P(M)) <g> Z[^]. Noting that M x S1 is also a compact flat

Riemannian manifold, Proposition 1.2 implies that there is a positive integer AT

such that iî 4>: M x S1 —> M x S1 is s-expansive and s > N, then tr(0)(¿,(6)) = 0

in 7T^(P(M x S1)) ig) Z[A]. Suppose <p: M —> M is s-expansive and s > N. Let

a5: S1 —► S1 be the map as(z) = zs. Note that (0 X as)z = ¿0. There is a

commutative diagram:

7r+(P(M))®Z[l]     -     7Tfe-(P(Mx51))®Z[A]

tr(</>) î î tr(<p x as)

7r+(P(M))®Z[i]     -     7rfc(P(Mx51))®Z[I]
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Since 4> x as is s-expansive and tr(</> x aa)(i*(b)) = 0, the injectivity of i» implies

tr(4>)(b) = 0. This proves

PROPOSITION 1.3. M —> ix^(P(M)) ® Z[\] satisfies the vanishing condition

or flat manifolds provided dim(M) > 6 and k < <p2(dim(M)).

Since

7Tfc(P(M)) ® Z[i] = 7T+(P(M)) ® Z[|] © 7Tfc(P(Af)) ® Z[I],

Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 imply

PROPOSITION 1.4. M —> 7Tfe(P(M)) «8> Z[|] satisfies the vanishing condition

for flat manifolds provided dim(M) > 6 and k < 4>2(dim(M)).

The space PS(M) of stable pseudoisotopies of M is defined to be the direct limit

of the sequence P(M)^>P(M x I,d)—► •••.   By the stability theorem for pseudo-

isotopies the natural map P(M) —> PS(M) is fc-connected for k < 4>2(dimM).

Waldhausen [14, 16] has defined a functor X —» WhPL(X) from the category of

simplicial sets to the category of infinite loop spaces with the property that if X is

a piecewise linear manifold, then Wh (X) is homotopy equivalent to a canonical

2-fold deloop of the space PpL(X) of stable piecewise linear pseudoisotopies of X.

Note that by [1] PpL(X) is homotopy equivalent to P"(X) for triangulable X with

dim(X) > 6.

PROPOSITION 1.5. For all k > 0, M -> 7rfc(WhPL(M)) ® 7,[\] satisfies the

vanishing condition for flat manifolds.

PROOF. By the preceding discussion and Proposition 1.4 we have that M —>

7T/c(Wh (M)) ig) Z[|] satisfies the vanishing condition for flat manifolds provided

dim(M) > 6 and k < 4>2(dim(M)). Let M™ be any compact flat Riemannian

manifold and let r be sufficiently large so that n + r > 6 and k < 4>2(r + n).

Let as: S1 —» S1 be the map as(z) — zs and i: M —> M x (Sx)r the inclusion

i(m) = (m, 1,...,1). Suppose <f>: M —> M is s-expansive. Then </> X (as)r is

s-expansive and there is a commutative diagram:

7Tfc(WhPL(M))    H   TTk(WhPh(Mx(S1Y))

tT(4>) j î tv(cp x al)

7rfc(WhPL(M))    h   Tnc(WhPh(Mx(S1Y))

Since ¿» is a (split) injection the proposition follows.

2. Proof of the Main Theorem. Waldhausen has defined a homotopy functor

X —> A(X) from the category of simplicial sets to infinite loop spaces [14, 16].

There is a homotopy fibration

(2.1) h(X; A{*)) — A(X) -» WhPL(X).

The space h(X;A(*)) is a homology theory with coefficients in A(*) in the sense

that TTih(X;A(*)) is hi(X;A(*)).

According to [14, 15] there is a functor n —> Wh(7r) from the category of groups

to the category of infinite loop spaces and a homotopy fibration

(2.2) h(Bn; K(Z)) -+ BGL(Ztt)+ -» Wh(7r)
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such that:

(i) h(Bir; K(Z)) is the homology theory with coefficients in the fi-spectrum K(Z)

with zeroth space BGL(Z)+ and the induced map

hi(Br:;K(Z)) = Trlh(Brx;K(Z)) -» ■kíBGL(Ztt)+ = Kí(Ztt)

is Loday's homomorphism [10] and itj Wh(-7r) = Whj(7r).

(ii) There is a natural map of fibrations:

h(X;A(*)) -+ A(X) -»     WhPL(X)

(2-3) 1 I I
h(B-KiX;K(Z))     -►     BGL(Ztt)+     -»     Wh(TnX)

Let Cp be the Serre class of abelian groups consisting of those torsion abelian

groups having no element with order a positive power of p. A map of spaces

/: X —> Y will be called Ac-connected modCp if /*: ■kqX —> ■kqY is an isomorphism

and, for any basepoint, /*: itjX —► 7TjF is an isomorphism modCp for j < k and

/*: 7TfcX —► 7TfcY is an epimorphism and modCp.

LEMMA 2.4.   Suppose p is a prime and X is an aspherical space; then the map

7TjWhPL(X) -> Wh^TTrX)

is an isomorphism mod Cp if 0 < j < 2p — 2 and an epimorphism mod Cp if

3=2p-2.

PROOF. Let Q be the functor limf2nEn. If X is a space let U*X be the

topological monoid of Moore loops on X. There is a natural map of Aoo ring

spaces (see [9] for the definition):

6: Q(n*XU*)^Z(Ü*X),

where Q*X U * is the union with the disjoint base point * and Z(fl*X) is the

integral monoid ring of Q*X. According to [14] 6 is 1-connected. Now assume X is

aspherical. Then fi*X has the homotopy type of a discrete set so that nj(Zfl*X) =

0 for j > 0 and any basepoint. Note that Trj(Q(Q*X U *)) belongs to Cp for

0 < j < 2p — 3 since the first p-torsion occurs in the stable homotopy of a point it*

when j = 2p — 3. Hence 6 is (2p — 3)-connected modCp. By the modCp analog of

[14, Proposition 1.1] for Aoo ring spaces it follows that

BGL(Q(Ü*X U *))+ -» BGL(Zn*X)+

is (2p - 2)-connected modCp. (BGL(ZÜ*X)+ is the Ä"-theory of the topological

ring ZQ*X.) Since Q*X has the homotopy type of a discrete set we have for j > 1

irjBGL{ZnmX)+ = Kj(ZTT0n*X) = K3(Z-kiX).

Note that A(X) is (by one of its many definitions) BGL(Q(Q*XU*))+ (see [14]). In

particular, A(*) -» K(Z) ~ BGL(Z)+ is (2p-2)-connected modCp. It follows that

if F is a finite complex, h(Y; A(*)) -> h(Y; K(Z)) is (2p - 2)-connected mod Cp. A
standard diagram chase with the ladder of exact sequence obtained from the map

of homotopy fibrations (2.3) yields the lemma.

Let Z(p) be the subring of the rationals generated by fractions of the form a/b,

where 6^0 and p does not divide 6.
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PROPOSITION 2.5. Let T be a Bieberbach group and p > 2 a prime. Suppose

b G Whfc(r) ig> Z/p), where 0 < k < 2p — 2. Then there is an integer Nb such that if

9: T —> T is s-expansive and s > Nb, then tr(6)(b) = 0.

PROOF. In the cases k = 0,1 this was proved in [5]. Suppose 6: T —> T is

s-expansive (see [5] for the definition). By [4] there is a compact flat Riemannian

manifold M with 7TiM = T and an s-expansive map H: M —» M such that 6 —

H„: -KiM —» ttiM. The result now follows from Proposition 1.5, Lemma 2.4 and

the fact that Wh    (M) —» Wh(7riM) is natural with respect to the transfer.

The following weak form of Frobenius induction is valid for Wh, (r).

LEMMA 2.6. Let T be a group, p:T —» G an epimorphism to a finite group, R

a subring of the rationals and j > 0. Suppose b G Whj(r) <g)Ä and, for every hyper-

elementary subgroup E ofG, tr(b) = 0 where tr: Whj(r)<gi.R —> Whj(p~1(E))®R

is the transfer.  Then 6 = 0.

PROOF. For H C G there is a long exact sequence from the fibration (2.2):

-^h3(Bp-\H);K(Z))XK3(Zp-\H))

^Whjfor^J/)) -*-> Wh0(p'1H)) -» 0.

This sequence remains exact when tensored with R. Let

Wj(H) = lmage(qj)®R,        V3(H) = ker^-x) <g R    (set V0(H) = 0).

Then for any H C G there is a short exact sequence

(2.7) 0 -» Wj(H) -» Whjíp-1^)) (g R -► Vj(i/) -» 0.

According to [6], Kj(Zp~l(H)) is a Frobenius module over Swan's Frobenius func-

tor Go(H). This action induces an action of Gq(H) on W3(H) and consequently

Wj satisfies hyperelementary induction, in particular, if C is the collection of hy-

perelementary subgroups of G the product of the transfer ( "restriction" ) maps is

injective:

Q-*Wj(G)^ Yl Wj(H).
H&C

Also the product of the transfer ( "restriction" ) maps for Vj is injective (compare

[11, Proposition 6.2.9]):

0-rç(G)-> HVj(H).
Hec

It follows from (2.7) that the product over C of the transfer maps

Whj(r)®Ä-> Y[ VJhj(p-l(H))®R
Hec

is injective, which yields the lemma.

The Main Theorem is now easily proved by following the argument of [5] which

was successfully copied in [12 and 13] with Proposition 2.5 providing the crucial

vanishing result for the transfer and Lemma 2.6 showing Frobenius induction re-

mains valid. We summarize this argument as follows:

If T is a Bieberbach group and A C T its unique maximal normal abelian sub-

group of finite index, then T/A is called the holonomy group of F and the rank
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of T is defined to be the rank of A. A homomorphism /: r —> T is said to be

s-expansive, where s is an integer, if its restriction to A is multiplication by s and

it induces the identity map on Y /A. If s is a positive integer define Ts = T/sA.

Hsiang and Farrell proved the following structure theorem.

THEOREM 2.8 [5]. Let T be a Bieberbach group of rank n and holonomy group

G.  Then either:

(1) T = n xQ T; i.e. T is the semidirect product of subgroups H and T, where U

is a Bieberbach group of rank n — 1; or

(2) r = B*d C; i.e. is the amalgamated free product of subgroups of rank n— 1,

where D has index 2 in both B and C; or

(3) there is an infinite sequence of positive integers Sn with Sn = lmod|G| (|G|

= order of G) such that any hyperelementary subgroup ofFs which projects onto G

via the canonical map T —> G projects isomorphically to G.

The proof that Whj(r)(p) = 0 for 0 < j < 2p - 2 proceeds by induction on j, on

the rank of T and on the order of the holonomy group of T. The induction starts

with the result Who(T) = 0 from [5]. Assuming the induction hypothesis, if we

are in the first or second case of the above theorem then the result follows from

Waldhausen's theory concerning the Whitehead groups of generalized free products

[9] (the Nil terms vanish since the ring ZT is left-regular and noetherian). In the

third case let b G Whj(r)(p) and s be one of the integer Sn given by Theorem

2.8(3) subject to the constraint s > Nb, where Nb comes from Proposition 2.5.

Let p: r —> Ts be the canonical map. By Lemma 2.6 we will have b — 0 if b

vanishes under the transfer maps associated to the hyperelementary subgroups of

rs. If £ is a hyperelementary subgroup of Ts which projects via p to a proper

subgroup of G, then the holonomy group of p~1(E) has order less than the order of

G; thus, Whj(p*1(S))(p) = 0 by the induction hypothesis. Otherwise E projects

isomorphically to G by Theorem 2.8(3). Since all such subgroups are conjugate [5]

it suffices to consider one of them. Let E = pf(T), where /: T —> T is s-expansive.

However, f*(b) = 0 by Proposition 2.5; hence, b vanishes under all appropriate

transfer maps, completing the proof of the Main Theorem.

REMARKS. (1) As a corollary of the proof of Proposition 2.5 and the Main

Theorem we have

7rJPs(M)(p)=7TJ+2WhPL(M)(p)

= Whj+2(7ri M)(p)    for 0 < j < 2p - 5 and p > 2

= 0,

where M is a compact flat Riemannian manifold. As a consequence, for p > 2, the

p-torsion of ttj TOP(M) vanishes in the range 0 < j < 2p — 5 and j < <p2(dim(M)),

where TOP(M) is the group of homeomorphisms of M (compare [13, §2]).

(2) If 7rfc(WhPL(M)) <g Z[i] — Whfc(7riM) ® Z[\] is onto for k > 0 and for

compact flat Riemannian M, then the techniques used in this paper show Whfc(r)ig

Z[^] =0, k > 0, for any Bieberbach group.
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